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Abstract: development of power and temperature monitoring system is a key aspect of ensuring of data centers 

performance. It is important to build accurate model of the scalable server room power consumption system and 

cost-effective cooling facility. Systematic analysis demonstrates that the servers’ power consumption is always 

correlated with key workload parameters of shared storage, memory, computational capability and network 

bandwidth. It was considered that for management of temporal and spatial temperature variations of servers’ 

stability it is necessary to develop accurate temperature map modeling algorithm. It was shown that 

computational fluid dynamics simulation is most effective instrument of analysis while it uses mathematical 

methods for development of precise fluid flow model. Though, it was proved to be a very complex model because 

it based on differential equation with no analytical solution so resource-intensive numerical procedures have to 

be used in this case. It was proposed to use algorithm which allows decreasing complexity of computational fluid 

dynamics simulation and building accurate temperature map. Proposed algorithm is based on building of heat- 

and air-flow graphs. Simplified temperature model for servers is oriented on the computational and memory-

sockets of servers, as well as on heat removal capability referring to the fan speed changes. Model included 

building of thermal RC network scheme of the system which is based on connection between thermal and 

electrical losses. Cooling facility of developed model included cooling tower, chiller, server room air 

conditioning and server room air handling. It was considered that for estimation of data center servers 

temperature map, it is necessary to analyze account interactions of multiple servers’ heat and air flows within 

the bounds of the server’s room. This procedure allowed developing accurate heat recirculation scheme of data 

center platform. 

Keywords: data center, temperature map, power consumption, cooling facility, servers’ room, computational 

fluid dynamics simulation, RC network. 

 

1. Introduction  

Modern scalable data centers platforms performance is one of the most important task of IT-area 

development. Building of power and temperature facilities models is proved to be effective instrument of data 

centers servers’ room stability ensuring. Assigned task could be solved by development of mathematical model 

of server room power consumption system.  

To identify the main aspects of the problem, systematic analysis of recent studies and publications was done. 

There were analyzed aspects high-level power data center servers’ models to estimate key workload parameters 

[1-3]. To solve problem of electrical cooling complex organization based of fan’s system works [4, 14] which 

demonstrate that the system sets significant amount of data center infrastructure power utilization were studied. 

Computational fluid dynamics simulation as effective instrument of development of servers’ thermal map [5, 14] 

was analyzed; as well as methods which allows decreasing complexity of this simulation [6-8]. Comparative 

analysis of cooling power as varying processor utilization process which leads to adjusting the server room 

temperature change [10-14] was also considered.  Systematic analysis shows possibility to develop effective 

model based on heat recirculation scheme of data center platform. 

2. Data center power system modeling 

Development of efficient power and temperature monitoring system is a key aspect of ensuring of data 

centers performance. It is necessary to build accurate model of the data center server room power consumption 

and cooling facility and then work on scalable and cost-effective power with temperature monitoring systems. 



Most accurate power models usually simulate and analyze individual components of servers, but for large-

scale data centers these algorithms would be resource-intensive and speed of such a simulation proves to be low 

enough. Thereby our goal is to simulate the large clusters of servers in data centers’ infrastructure network 

(Figure 1).  
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Data center power system modeling scheme 
 

It was demonstrated [1-3], that power models are widely used to monitor and estimate the power 

consumption of servers, analysis shows that the power consumption for a given server is always correlated with 

key workload parameters: shared storage, memory (RAM and cash-memory), computational capability (CPU) 

and network bandwidth (Figure 1). 

To estimate this connection various experimental studies of high-level power data center servers’ models 

were to be done [1-3]. Basically model should use simplified simulation equation of linear or nonlinear 

regression power model which estimates the server power consumption up to service resource occupancy level: 
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where    is server power consumption,    is physical resources utilization level and    is a set of fitting 

parameters, which varies according to the physical resource’s type of analyzed data center server system. 

Evaluations for developing the high-level server power model could be conducted by comparing different 

forms of power models which refers to different values of   and   . Most simplified model one could set     

and analyzes only computational capability of data center’s servers (     is used for linear model and      is 

for nonlinear one). For accurate simulation it is better to set     and analyze all servers’ physical resources 

occupancy (CPU, RAM and storage workload intensity, as well as network bandwidth).   

Electrical cooling complex based of fan’s system stands significant amount of data center infrastructure 

power utilization. Fan power consumption has a cubic relationship with fan speed [4], as follows: 
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where    and    are fitting parameters and    is a fan speed. Thus, lowering of the fan speed lets us to 

significantly reduce power consumption (Figure 1). 

3. Data center temperature control system modeling 



To manage temporal and spatial temperature variations stability it is necessary to develop accurate 

temperature model. It allows to significantly save expenses on placing of thermal sensors a high area data center 

server room and prevent problems caused by its’ frequent failures. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) 

simulation is proved to be effective instrument of development of servers’ thermal map. It uses mathematical 

methods and algorithms for precise analysis of fluid flow model. CFD-based thermal modeling [5] is based 

following equation: 
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where   is a air fluid density,       are coordinates,    is velocity for each of       direction,   is the source for 

each   variable and   is a variable that can be used for following properties: 

 mass; 

 velocity; 

 temperature; 

 turbulence. 

  is the diffusion coefficient which could be estimated as 
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where   is coefficient,     are molar masses of molecules in the gaseous mixture,   is the absolute 

temperature,    is the pressure,   is the average collision diameter,   is a temperature-dependent collision 

integral. 

It should be noticed that four components in Eq. (3) refers to main parts of air fluid transport process model: 

 transient:  
     

  
; 

 convection: 
       

      
; 

 diffusion: 
  

    

      
 

      
; 

 source:     . 
CFD-simulation shows high accuracy, but this kind of simulation is a very complex one because there is no 

analytical solution for differential equation so it has to be solved by numerical procedures which prove to be 

resource-intensive. 

At this study is presented solution based on the works [6, 8, 14] which allows to decrease complexity of 

CFD-simulation and build accurate temperature map. The algorithm is based on building of heat- and air-flow 

graphs. Simplified temperature model for servers is oriented on the CPU- and RAM-blocks of servers, as well as 

on heat removal capability referring to the fan speed changes. Model includes building of thermal RC network 

scheme of the system (Figure 2) based on connection between thermal and electrical losses [7].  
 



 
 

Fig. 2. RC network based temperature model which includes CPU and memory sockets 
 

Figure 2 demonstrates that CPU socket RC network scheme includes: 

 power consumption of each core in a socket   
   ; 

 lateral thermal resistance   
   ; 

 vertical thermal resistance   
   ; 

 thermal resistance of heat spreader   
   ; 

 case-to-ambient thermal resistance of heat sink    
   ; 

 thermal capacitances of die   
   ; 

 thermal capacitances of heat spreader   
   ; 

 thermal capacitances of heat sink    
   ; 

 junction temperature    
   . 

It has to be noticed that   
    is usually neglected while    

      
    and    

    could be obtained as a sum 

of the thermal resistances of heat sink    
    and convective resistance      

    as function of the fan speed    
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where      
   estimation is based on parameters of effective area    and factor  .  

In other hand, memory socket RC network scheme also includes further components and definitions 

(Figure 2): 

 power consumption of each RAM chip    
   ; 

 thermal resistance of each RAM chip    
   ; 

 thermal capacitance of each RAM chip    
   ; 

 junction temperature of each RAM chip    
   ; 

 thermal resistance of the case to ambient of the memory    
   ; 

 number of ranks of each RAM chip  . 

Temperature of memory socket is correlated with the temperature of CPU socket due to air flows inside a 

server. Thereby, air absorbing heat in CPU socket affects to the temperature of RAM socket as it is equivalent to 

raising temperature at memory socket. Thermal coupling should be modeled as follows: 
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where   is the dependent coupling heat source of the memory;    
    is CPU heat sink temperature,  of the 

CPU.  

3. Data center computing facility and cooling facility modeling 

For precise estimation of data center servers temperature map, it is necessary to analyze account interactions 

of multiple servers’ heat and hot air flows from bottom to top of the servers room. This procedure allows to 

develop heat recirculation scheme of data center. The model of recirculation can be built by a cross-interference 

matrix represented by   
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where      parameter refers to the outlet heat rate of the  -th server in the inlet heat rate of the  -th server of 

data center,   is the number of servers in a servers room.  

Let us suppose that   
    is outlet heat of  -th server and   

   is inlet heat of  -th server.   
   can be calculated 

on server room environment heat     , power consumed by  -th server and   
    value (Figure 3): 
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Heat rate allows estimating the temperature at each server within a server room by temperature map models 

described at previous chapter.  
 

 
 

Fig. 3. Scheme of estimation of data center server temperature level 
 

Cooling facility model usually includes following functional components: 

 cooling tower; 

 chiller; 

 server room air conditioning (SRAC); 



 server room air handling (SRAH). 

Thereby, the heat generated by data center’s servers is absorbed by SRAC conditioned air provided from 

CRAH, and then it has to be drawn by SRAH system. SRAH exchanges the heat with cold air (or water) 

provided from a chiller based on refrigeration cycle. Comparative analysis of cooling power should be provided 

as varying processor utilization process which leads to adjusting the server room temperature change [10-14]. 

Up to this model power usage effectiveness (PUE) as a comparison of total power utilized by data center and 

power utilized by servers can be evaluated on server temperature set-point  (Figure 4) which depends on CRAH 

efficiency [13, 14]: 
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where      
    refers to the temperatures of air exhausted from server room and      

     is the temperature of 

chilled water flowing into the SRAH. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4. Power usage effectiveness of data center server room in electrical and free cooling 
 

Therefore, those parameters can be calculated by server power consumption, outside temperature estimation. 

While         it should be noticed       has to be always higher than      
     . 

4. Conclusions 

It was shown that development of power and temperature monitoring system is a key aspect of ensuring of 

data centers performance. Thereby it is important to build accurate model of the scalable server room power 

consumption system and cost-effective cooling facility. Analysis demonstrates that the servers’ power 

consumption is always correlated with key workload parameters of shared storage, memory, computational 

capability and network bandwidth. 

It was considered that for management of temporal and spatial temperature variations of servers’ stability it is 

necessary to develop accurate temperature map simulation algorithm. Computational fluid dynamics simulation 

is proved to be effective instrument of analysis while it uses mathematical methods for development of precise 

fluid flow model. Though, it is a very complex model because it based on differential equation with no analytical 

solution so resource-intensive numerical procedures have to be used in this case. It was proposed to use 

algorithm which allows decreasing complexity of computational fluid dynamics simulation and building accurate 

temperature map. The algorithm is based on building of heat- and air-flow graphs. Simplified temperature model 

for servers is oriented on the computational and memory-sockets of servers, as well as on heat removal 

capability referring to the fan speed changes. Model includes building of thermal RC network scheme of the 

system which is based on connection between thermal and electrical losses 

Cooling facility model included cooling tower, chiller, server room air conditioning and server room air 

handling. It was mentioned that for estimation of data center servers temperature map, it is necessary to analyze 

account interactions of multiple servers’ heat and air flows within the bounds of the server’s room. This 

procedure allowed developing precise heat recirculation scheme of data center.  
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